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Suffice it to say that it existed, loclrine toan extent hitherto undreamt.
and that t he entire curren t of affairs has of. There is ground for bucIi a protest.
Mr. Olney, with the Presidents tun
now been changed.
knowledge
and approbation, has placed
"For the present purposes of the ad
England in a position where she must
ministration the situation in Venezuela
claim or sustain it
is most opportune.
It is hardly neces- either abandon her
of force. There is no
show
a
with
sary to repeat that in that small and

cussed.

practically defenseless Republic, Great alternative.
It can lie positively asserted that the
Britain has contnued to advance the
is sublimely indifferent
Administration
boundary line of British Guiana until
Great Britain intends
which
There is reason (or alarm in the Vencourse
the
to
of Venezuela now ref
less than
would be glory enough
ezuelan situation, but not so much as
There
pursue.
to
mains as undisputed territory. These
some people seem to think. The Wash
for the President, of course, if, as the seencroachments have not escaped the at
ington post gives a pretty accurate, if
to the firm position he has asquence
tention of the United States, bvery
England should quietly yield and
somewhat exaggerated, view of the
sumed,
Secretary of State for perhaps half a
double-headein
d
a
situation as regarded here,
recognize the United S ates as the domcentury has felt it to be his duty to proleader which follows:
power upon the Western Hemistest against England's unwarranted ac inant
"It is safe to say that the American tion. They protest, mild and ineffec- phere. This, in truth, is the consumpeople do not at this moment fully real
mation devoutly to lie wished, but if it
tive as they have been, have accomize the sigilieance of present diplomatic
not if on the other hand, England
plished nothing and have none unheeded, comes
to leave the question to the
conditions nor the importance of the re
proposes
beyond a polite acknowledgmentof their
of war then the Adminis
sult to which they may lead within the
arbitrament
receipt. In the meantime there has
will be ready to meet the issue.
tration
next few months. The nation is ap
been no cessation of illegal occupation;
proaching a crisis, compared with
It is for this that the work upon the ships
forts have been erected to command the
being hastened in all the navy yards,
which, if it be not happily averted, the
stolen ground and threaten further ter is
armor is being forged and guns com
Chilian incident was but a shadowy ritory,
that
and the British subjects have
spectacle. Yery close to a war with
pleted with unusual rapidity. More
supplanted the flag of Venezuela with the
England is this administration, both
than this, there will le in due course ot
cross of St. George. In short, High
an array of American w ar vessels
time
prepared and determined to go. Whethhanded aggression has reigned supreme.
under the shadow of the Venezuelan
er we are to be plunged into the terrible
"Not long ago the Venezuelan Govern Coast, ostensibly maneuvering, but in
abyss of an actual struggle is a question
ment granted to American capitalists a reality emphasizing by their presence the
which the future alone can decide.
develop a
new stalwart and patriotic policy ot the
"At present, however, there is ample most valuable concession to
of land, rich in minerals and
vast
tract
Administration." St Louis Republic.
foundation for believing that the procommercial
thwso
woods.
Upon
hard
platea
contera
gramme for the future
already cast her
Tim Flood of (Sold.
a situation more acute and critical treasures England had
set
already
in
fact,
she
;
had
tendency in the discovery
eyes
envious
whole
The
than any which has confronted the Amercounter
Her
upon
soil.
foot
the
her
output of the precious
increased
and
ican people for many years. This state
claim to the valuable territory as against metals is in the direction of gold. At
assumption.
is
a
mere
a
It
is
not
inent
the grant issued by Venezuela brought the time silver was so generally dematter of absolute kowledge.
the Ad affairs to a crisis. It afforded this Gov monetized its production seemed to be
quite recently
"Until
opportunity of sounding a almost illimitable, while the gold mines
winstnilioii was, lo mi y the least, un eminent the
of delianee in the ears of England a were showing
signs of contraction.
note
of
foreign
in
its
execution
the
fortunate
and
in
suddenness
known to exist,
startling
were
its
as
note
deposits
Great
toward Hawaii
policy. Its attitude
of which detied the science and skill of
rattle
certain
significance
was
a
as
when its minister!) secretly conspired
road one line mining enterprise, but now all has
with dissolute mid profligate Queen to muskerty on the Lexington
17"-r- .
in
morning
changed. There is no silver bonanza,
restóte her to a disgraced throne, nat
Sec
but gold mines have come to the front,
thecase.
"This is not
urally fuiltd to strike a responsive rhon
ban
by the side of which relays of silver
Sa!ibuiy
v
.oLord
Oiney's
retanote
in the hearts of a people whose ances
ould seem cheap and Mor. The
its
when
but
public,
made
i.ot
of
tyranny
the
jet
tors had icvolicd against
kings
are lieaten at their own
George III. On the pages of its diploma ringing sentences become known, as they money
own metal.
by
their
game
echo
will in due time, they will arouse an
tfe correspondence with foreign coun
the United States mint,
Directorof
The
was
Post
The
heart.
in
patriotic
every
tries were the appeals of American citi
a good deal to say in
has
Preston,
Mr.
just
tenor,
their
known
make
first
the
to
indig
wrong
and
suffered
hail
zens who
about "the flood of
report
annual
nity without redress. The affair at as is now the first to accurately foretell his
flood
might sweep away
Such
a
gold."
the
by
upon
Corinto was another chapter which the the programme decided
for the lieneht of
interposed
barriers
ihe
the
Despite
advisers.
his
and
President
American people read with a burning
is no danger
but
there
loaners,
money
diplomatically
been
have
which
denials
How
weak
far
this
of
indignation.
sense
of either
too
be
much
will
Salisthere
that
and unpopular policy was due to the made there is no doubt that Lord
of
discovery
America
The
metal.
money
States
d
United
the
then administration of the Department bury has protest that
blessing
to Eurone
incalculable
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an
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the first, because it increased upon .himself to redeem the Treasury for just so long as any existed our silver
notes of 1890, issued under the Sherman dollars would be sought by all buyers in
act for the purchase of silver and re- preference to gold.
deemable in either gold or silver at the
To speak of our silver dollars as 50 cent
option of the Secretary of the Treasury, dollars is absurd, for, although the bulin gold alone, taking the position thai lion in our silver dollars, compared to
under the declaratory clause of the same the bullion in the gold dollar, is at preact, to wit, that it is the established pol- sent worth not quite 52c, the silver
icy of the United States to maintain the dollars bearing the stamp of the govern,
parity of gold and silver, that any other ment are just as serviceable, and hence
ance of one particular metal, but of course would have been unjustifiable. just as good as gold dollars. Not because
money. The world's money is about It is also true that in defiance of the our silver dollars are redeemable in gold,
half silver and half gold. The attempt, plain workings of the legislative statute for they are not, but because there is just
now partly accomplished, to throw out and by executive usurpation of legisla- as much demand for them as for gold
one-ha- lf
the money of the world could tive authority, Mr. Cleveland has made coins, are the silver dollars worth a
not fail, Mr. Preston himself being judge, the silver certificates issued under the hundred cents, no more nor less than
to cause hard times. The most bigoted Bland Act, and specifically redeemable gold, and must so remain as long as we
goldite can see the logic of contraction in silver, to all intents and purposes re- have any 'gold, for should any discount
and expansion, except when his pet deemable in gold, but the 51,000,000 sil- appear, the demand for silvr dollars
ver dollars now in circulation are not would at once increase at the expense of
theory of finance is at stake.
According to Mr. Preston, the output redeemable in gold, and are not kept at the demand for gold until the parity was
of gold for the year 1894 was about $180, par with gold, as so often stated by be- restored. Jabez Ferguson in National
000,000. Of this the United States pro- ing so redeemable.
Recorder.
duced about $39,500,000, the British
Like the $434,000,000 full legal tender
Senator Teller Glvo Ñutir.
Empire, or Outer Britain, as the prov- silver money in circulation in France
recent
a
interview Senator Teller
In
inces and colonies might he called
our silver dollars have a value as money
looks
as though the eastern
said:
"It
almost half of the entire output. equal to gold, not because they are re
If the reports from South Africa are true, deemable in uold. but because they fill state would dictate the nomination in
, the next republican convention.
Ifihey
approximately, the British output will the same money functions as gold,
a
will
they
u'"ld
do,
name
that
I.
nmi.
soon exceed that of all the rest of the have consequently the same demand for
, , ,,
. , ..
me
in us
not
event
ioiiow
snail
p:iny
i
world. Does anybody sumióse for
money as gold. It is becanse our 51,- moment that if the British Empire had 000,000 silver dollars, like the $434,000,- - folly. I believe that the selection of
run to silver, instead of to gold, Great 000 French silver, have the same money such a candidate would be oppised lo
the best interests of the country and
.
l
Britain would have thrust it out and
ri Ann finn !.. l.i
'
on uivurulj
' '
it ti.'itil.l
flint
bl.Wi n
LIIC.V lli
l 1. niviillil of
TIUIIIU tumi bu tlm
depreciated it? Not a bit of it. John they are redeemable
in gold, that they
of
people.
Hence I
the liberties
the
Bull was not built that way. If he had
circulate concurrently with and at par
such a
coiild
support
not
consistently
been he would have remained a poor with gold.
would
I
would
man,
and
not.
resign
little islander, instead of becoming the
Having the same value as money as my seat in the senate before I would
lord of continents and' seas. It was left
gold, that is, having the same debt pay- give away my allegiance to an avowed
for the United States to make that huming power and the same purchasing gold standard candidate and reiire filiating exhihiton of monumental imbepower as gold, it is impossible that our inally from politics."
cility.
silver dollars should ever be worth
Fortunately the United Stales is rich
materially less than gold. They do not
in both money metals. The output of
depreciate
compared with gold, but
E. E. GANDARA.
gold this year is sure to be much larger
ivppcciate with it, for having the same
than the output of last year, and by the
money power as gold the moment they GOLD
AND SILVERSMITH.
clone of the century it is likely to be not
fell a fraction of a per cent, below gold,
far from as great as that of the British
every one would seek these silverdollars
Empire is today.
Repairing
in preference to gold w'nliw hieh to make Jewelry Made to Order
In proportion as the prospect of a corner
of debts and pay for purchases,
payment
Done.
Neatly
in gold becomes remote the prospect of a
fur by so doing, the small fraction the
return to bimetallism brightens. Events
dollar had fallen would be so'
are shaping themselves in the diivei ion the silver
PRICES REDUCE I).
mticli iidiliiio! itl profit over paving in
of return to the full fair use of both
i!old. With such an increased demand Satisfaction lina ran teed,
money metal.. Chicago Inier-Oceaihe discount would at once disappear,
YiinUlo St. Silverlilty. X. M.

al most from

so enormously the stock of money in the
Old World. Even Director Preston, who
could never see the disastrous effect of
lessening the stock of money by throwing out silver, says, in connection with
this new "flood," that "when there is
an abundance of money in circulation
prosperity prevails." Precisely so. He
does not say, be it observed, an abund-

or

ti--

n.

Tim

Sliver Outmion,

The notion is widely prevalent thai TUo
CLARK- silver coin only circulates concurrently
wii h, muí at. a pat with gold coin
WHITSON-LEITC- H
redeemable in gold. This lielief
is i 01 only ii, i founded on reason, hut
is disproved by the facts. The gold
inonometallists take little or no trouble
to get at the real facts, while seemingly
paso, texas,
not caring to substantiate such assumed
ALIlUqrhlllQUE, N. .V.,
1 1:' San l' aiicinco Si,
facts an suit their purposes. They say
i'ns llnilmul At erne.
that our silver dollar was "sound monSell reliable goods on eay monthly payments,
ey" because redeemable in gold.
Can refer to many fum:lie with whom they have dealt.
It is true that Mr. Carlisle, following
Tuning of Piitmu in i runt county attended to.
the footsteps of Mr. Foster, has taken u
Write tneni f.r catalogue of new stle Pianos, Tmhy
se

MUSICCO.
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The Timnier House dining room was
la-- t
k
Friday evening. Mr.
says hat this action was not taken
Purely because of lack of patronage, but owing
to the need oí repairs to the culinary
plant in he hotel. The Thinner will

ITEMS OF INTEREST.

closed

I'.ur-dic-

i

Newsy

Notes of Happenings
Local.

be kept open for lodging accommodation, and ii repairs are made, the diniig
room will be
before court
week.

(irint of liimlnhle rumeriipliH
Should Not b Overlooked
l!V Our Ki'rtdcrs.

V

Service

next

Sll

v r lie Kpiacopal church,
ay, as usual, by Kev. Edwasd

are cordially invited.
urn out at
i
F
work on
tr doing assessment
claims belonging to the Old Man mining
company.
Col. H. L. Pickett, attorney at law
has moved his library to his residence,
where all having business with him
should call.
Work on the streets still goes on and
should b continued until those in every
part of town are improved equally with
those upon which work has been done.
The foundations are laid for the ad
dition the Hank building, to be occupied
br titilen, ami Son. Schneider and
Schaible are burning the brick to Ihj
used in building the walls.
Mrs. 11. Mcintosh has given up her
lease on the Southern Hotel. D. H.
Brownell, owner of the property, will
comtinue the business as heretofore.
.Mih. Mcintosh and family have taken
rooms at the Timnier Hjuse.
.

'ross.

All

T. N. and

J. W. Cliilders

I). Neil A Co. Con. M. Nolan being
associated with Mr. Neff have embarked in a. new enterprise and are
openu.g up a stock of crockery, glass
ware, lain é and paints, oils, &c in the
Skellv block, on Broadway near the
I'oslotlice.
Both gentlemen are de
servedly popular and will secure a share
of patronage in their line, Mr; Nolan
will have charge of the new store.A. H. Hurl lee, Esq. distrust attorney,
returned on Sunday's train from Uills-borwhere he had been attending to
his duties in the district court of Sierra
county, held there last week. He secured tlie conviction of Nestor Gomez,
charged with the crime of assult to rape,
of assult while armed, and Gomez was
sentenced ,o .mx months in the penitentiary. The assault occured at Pinos
Altos, last fall and the case was taken to
Sierra countr on change of venue.
Esq. defended
James S. Fielder,
Gomez. Esperidion Murillo, whostabbed
Jack Nolan, at' Pinos Altos, was also
tried and convicted of an assault with a
deadly weapon and sentenced to seive
one year in the penitentiary, Murillo's
case was, also, taken to Sierra con my
on change of venue. He was defended
by J. A. Ancheta Esq.
o,

!

The Broadway Opeiil"B.
The dance given at the Broadway, last
Saturday night by Messes. Aaron Schutz
owner and Abe Abraham, lessee, was
one of the most enjoyable social events
which has been given in Silver City for
years. The two large rooms used for
dancing barely afforded pace for tnt!
large number participating in the dance.
The elegant furnishings of the parlor
and other rooms of ihe hotel were inspected by the numerous guests and all
pronounced the new Broadway the most
perfectly finished and conveniently arranged hotel in the southwest. Refreshments were served to all attending the
dance and every one joined in wishing
the lessee success. The hotel opens
with a good local patronage and will
command a full share of transient

Services al the M. E. Church, next
Sunday as usual. All are cordialy.

S500 Reward.
For cases of Rheumatism which cannot
be cured with DR. DUUMMOND'S

LIGHTNING REMEDIES, internal and
exteri al. Pleasant to take relieves at
ran n,
once. Kestores sun joints, ora
and hardened muscles. If your druggist
does not keep it, do not take anything
else. Sei.dfMo our address by registered letter or money order, and the full
month's treatment of two large bottles
will be sent to vour address. DRUM-MON-

I)

EDICI'NE CO.
New York.
M

Lock box 1521,

TEN CENT STORE

BORENSTEIN BROS.

A newspaper reporter is a privileged
character. The court trying the Dur-racase has decided that a reporter
PROPRIETORS.
A Fake.
cannot In? compelled to divulga sources
The alleged "spiritual manifestations"
Dealers in- 'of information. The same ruling was
bv the Hume Fox combination, at
I
...
i
made by an eautern court recently.
Morrill Opera House, on Sunday nighl dky goods ana CLUllUAt.i
He v. Edward S. Cross will hold ser
last, was as rank a "fake" exhibition as
and
vices at Mogollón, on two Sundays, Nov.
has been inflicted upon the people of
17th and 24th, and at outlying places
s
Silver City in many months.
CIIILDKENS' SHOES. GLASSon week davs. The Episcopal church.
of the advertised program was
here, will be closed, for important reomitted and what was performed par- WARE and CROCKERY.
pairs and improvements, during and on
took more of the character of sleight of
On Bollard St. Next Door
both of the Sundays named.
hand tricks than spiritual inaiiifeMations.
To Oillett A Son.
Sam. P. Wells, who has been forsever-a- l
The hand billsanuounced that "a Ninnll
months with A. S. Uoodell, at the
would be collected at WANTED-A- N
Old Man corral, lias leased the liroadway fee for admission
Corral and opened it on the 2d inst. Mr. the door," while fifty cents was the de"Wells has an extei. (led acquaintance in mand made of all who entered. The
CO., Patent Attorneys, Waanlngton,
BUHN
Grant county and will no doubt merit performance was well attended.
I). 0., for their $1,800 prize ollor.
and receive Ivs shareof public patronage.
He will make a specialty of feeding transient stock, liive liiin a i all.
The fall term of the district court for
Grant County will commence in Silver
City on Monday, November 18th. Judge
I desire to inform you that having purchased the stock, fixtures
H. 15. Hamilton, of the Socorro district etc. of Mr. J. A. Kemmis, Watchmaker and Jeweler, I will continue the
will preside, exchanging with Judge business at the same place.
A select line of WATCHES, JEWELRY ETC. Carried.
Bantz, the latter having been of counsel
in cases coming up for trial at the coming
I make a SPECIALTY of FINE WATCH REPAIRING and will
term. Judge liantz will not return here appreciate a trial and will guarantee satisfaction.
Very Truly,
unt il late in December, when the election
contest cases in Dona Ana county will
ft.
ho decided.
nt

ladies', gents'

Two-third-
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Mention

PALAVER.

of People You

Do and

t'in

Do

He

Read With Profit Hy All Our
Townspeople,

Homo Made candy

Bring your job work to Tins Eauus ofIt will be done neatly, promptly and
at reasonable rates.
Rich. Hartand Harry Classen, Lords-bur- g
society bloods, were over 10 the
metropolis, last wek.
George Fleetham is here from Mogollón, doing assessment work on a mining
claim in Chloride Flat.
J. J. McEwen, who has been so long
in business here, will soon leave for a
visit to his old home in Canada.
There will be something of special
interest to the young ladies, in Mrs
Yauney's last lecture on Friday.
Mr. James Bell, of Pinos Altos, left
yesterday for Los Angeles California,
where he may conclude to remain.
A full line of children's ladies' and
gents' shoes in stock, at, lowest
at Borenstein Bros.' Ten cent (More.
Mrs. H. H. Betts returned on Thursday last from a four nioiuh's visit to
Boston and other places in the eat.
The only place to get fresh home
made candy in Silver City is at Win.
Rose's, next door to Abralnn's barbe
chop.
fice.

Not Know.
Other IntitreHtlni: Mtittftr Which

NOVEMBER 6, 1895.

at Win. Rose's.

J. Henry Walls, of Cliff was in town
Saturday.
Fresh candies every day at Martin
Maher's.
T. F. Farnswortli, of Hudson statio.ii
is in town.
See the Cook Stoves and Ranges at
Robinson's.
Mrs. Julia Black now has rooms at
the Tinimer House.
Invitations re out to the masquerade
ball, on the loth, inst.
Rest Kansas patent (lour for sale at
Martin Maher's.
Mr. and Mrs. N. Bell, of Pinos Altos
were in town yesterday.
Don't read )our neighbor's paper but
subscribe for Tim Eaui.k.
Richard Hudson made a trip to Dem-in- g
last week on business.
Wm. Rose's candy atore is next door
to Abraham's barber shop.
Vic. Culberson, theSapcllo cattleman
was in the city last Saturday.
Just received a new lino of Tin and
Granite ware at Robinson's.
Jos. A; Potter, the Georgetown merchant, was in the city yesterday.
Malcolm McLean, of Pinos Altoi was
a visitor to Silver City last Saturday.
Our stoves have arrived. Come and
them.
M. W. iNeff.
Ladies do not fail to see Mrs Yauney
at the Thinner House before the 12th.
W. B. Walton, clerk of the district
court, returned Monday, from Hillsboro.
Canary and Mocking birdcages the
only complete line in the city at Robinson's.

Miss Grace Walker, assisted hv tvn
talent will give a Musicaleat Mom
Opera Mouse, fn Wednesday eveui iv
November 20tli.

-,
Misses Kate and Hliih
oMrs. Obed Foote, Mr, and Mrs. Henry
Rosenberg, Mrs.R.P. Funiculi d Mi-Xichol and Schniiddle went to Lordslnirg
on Saturday to attend a party at Rich
i1

s-s

John

Mild-in- g,

one block below

our former place oí

Until FURTHER NOTICE
we

sell

will

MITS AND

CANNED

VEGETABLES

i cases

i

ClllO

These goods were in

basement which was

Hooded with water,

M

are

not damaged in the least.
FLEMING CATTLE CO.
Range :
Fleming and
vicinity.
Postofilcfc

;

Silver City.
X. M.

L .

Bkockmax, Pres.

AGENTS

III
lililí

Tiioh. P. Conway, Vice Pres.

toioiiclt
orden by (ample for our
Wool Pints to order $3.
" Suits " " $16.
" Overcoats " $12.
Big Inducement! to the
right parties.

AtUlrcsa

GUARANTEE TAILORING Co
216-21- 7

J.

W.

Grand

St.N.Y.

Cutrat, Oii,n.er

3539.

The

Sita

H. H. Retts, collector of poll tax for
CAPITAL $50,000.
bringing suits
I
against delinquents.
ivp)
Pure fresh candy made by Wm. Roso. DEPOSITS SO- !r.

school purposes intends

ATIONALS

Messrs

1

N-

SILVER CITY

Harts.

-

Charles S. Bragaw, a popular young
gentleman of Georgetown, was in the
city yesterday,

are located in the

Grand Master X. K. Stevens of tin cost,
grand lodge of Odd Fellows of New Mexico is expected to arrive here tomorrow ,
She
on an olllcial visit to the lodges of Unorder in this city.

James S. Fielder and R. P.
Barnes, attorneys at law have funned a
pannersnip lor tne praiice of llieir pro-..- ,
tm
i
icnaioii, menu gcilllf 1IICII iIIUVC CStll- tlished retaliations for leurniiur in 1,,.
law and ability as advocates and ecu .
- .1
..U
'II ,nu a
seuoia ami logeinerwiu
strong firm.
John 0. Biggs and C. V, Whitehill
have pun liase.l the stork of .1. .1.
and will continue the business of
Sam McAninch and James Harvey
green grocers ami dealer-- in provi4ns
have gone to Black Canon on a bear and confectioner;t the n. stand.
Messr.- - l.iugs ami Wlii ehill are poinhi
hunt,
gentlemen and will merit llie pa ro:a"
Mrs. W. Lee Thompson and Mrs. of
"
the public.
Maud A. Fielder were in the city on
Saturday.
Don't fail to hear the last free lecture
at tlie Thinner House Parlors at 2:30
p. m. on Friday.

GILLETT & SON

City National Bank,
SILVER CITY, N. M.

.,

l:i,.

SURPLUS $14,000.
m,

CuU and Silver IhiJUon.

EXiWAXOE FOR SALE.

T'! V

KA(M

!':

WKDSKSDAY,

KOYKMlUli

(i,

llüiñ.

A G'hhI.
Wnritlliiff liellK.
capital Kilt ion of the country. The.
Having sold my stock and business
Married On Wednesday evening, cross revenues of the toads in 189'i 94
OctoU'i'M, 1895, ti t the Met h'odÍKt clinrcli fell off no less than $ 147,390,077 as com effects, to Messrs, John Iliggs and C. C.
I desire to herehy return
in Silver City, by.Kev. A. A. Ilyile,
the twelve months precedí, ig, Whhchill,
Miss Ltidisa Ni now, uf this city to Mr. pared with
thanks to my many patrons and friends,
and this, of course, necessitated the for the generous patronage and many
John Howard, of Mogollón, N. M.
of absolute economy in the op
favors extended me while in business
At 8 o'clock, at which time tin church practice
here. Ic.in'and do hereby cheerfully
of the roads. The lm in earn
eration
was thronged with friends of the happy
and conscientiously recommend my suc
ings was accompanied by a reduction of
cessors in business, as gentlemen well
couple, w h i had assembled to witness
$96,506,977 in expenses. This still left known for their integrity and square
the ceremony which stant-them on
a decrease of $50,881,100 in net revenues, dealing in all business transactions and
liie.s jouri ey together, alter the tnebdy
solicit on their behalf a continuation of
oí a beautiful wedding mare.li played by and as a consequence the roads show a the patronage so long conferred upon
deficiency in meeting the dividends paid
Miss Lida Mcintosh had ceased, the imJ. J. McEwen.
during the year in the large sum of $45, me.
pressive words, were uttered which made
851 ,294.
It is a noteworthy fact I hat wit h
I)n Vim Want n Good Hunch.
the tw.im one and each pledged the
deficiency for the year the current
A first c ass ranch in the vicinity of
other a life of love and devotion. The this
liabilities have been reduced (in amount Aztec San Juan Co., N. M., offered at a
bride was elegantly attired in a dress of
of $11,674,068) rather than increased. bargain. Kami tools and stock included,
wlu;e silk with lace trimmings and
On theother hand, cash and current asset Sheep taken as part payment. If you
pearl ornaments.
The bridesmaids,
mean business, Tun Eao'i.b, Silver City.
were diminished $44,402,07:', and materX. M., is prepared to give you a bargain.
Misses Mary Agee and Lulu Moore, also,
ials and supplies were reduced $12,988,- AVrite now forparticulars.
wore heaiitifnl
white toilettes. The
groom anil his groomsmen, Messrs J :8:.
EVERYTHING GUARANTEED.
Jhirkc, of Mogollón and Jackson Agee
If you want to dress with taste and
ere arrayed in the conventional black.
lliillowt'en.
elegance, write and secure the agency
217
Knsi-el- l
Agec and (jus Keiling were ush
For the past two or three years revel- for the Guarantee Tailoring Co., 215
adverNew
their
See
York.
St.,
Orand
ers. The church was tastily decorated ers on the night of Halloween, in Silver
in this paper. They are the
wiih evcrinecns and a profusion of City, have been undisturbed in their tisement
leading tailors in the metropolis have
(lowers. The bride is one of Silver City 's marauding, and business men and prop six stores in t lie UniU'd Nates, ana are
acknowledged belles a'ld had won the erty owners had just CHitse of complaint perfectly relianle.
re peci ami friendship of all who had that their signs were taken down and
the pleasure of her acquaintance by her removed, gates torn from fences, wagons
womanly graces and charming manners. taken to pieces or placed on top of
In the inairimonal lottery Mr. Howard roofs a;id a general disarrangement of
has won a prize which is seldom drawn, all loose property. This year it was
This Favorite Hotel has
but of which he is well worthy, being a determined by the city council and marrefitted
prosperous business man and a gentle- shal that such proceeding should be been completely
and is first class in
man in every walk of life. He is the checked and three special policemen
of
of
junior member the firm
Porterlield were sworn in to prevent any destruction
every particular.
and Howard, at Mogollón, where lie. has of property. They were entirely suc
prepared a pleasant home or his bride. cessful and on the morning of November Sample Room in ConnecAfter the wedding ceremony the rel- 1st the citizens were well pleased with tion.
Free Bus to and
atives of the bride and most intimate the contrast with the same morning last
From Trains.
friends of the contracting parties attend- year. To the credit of Silver City's
ed a reception at the residence of Deca-- I boys it should be stated that they dein- Nell, whose wife is a sister of the sisted whenever spoken to by the offiProprietor.
bride, ami only recently married, On cers and not a single arrest was mude.
Thursday morning Mr. and Mrs. Howard
took their departure, by carriage, for
With
their future home at Mogollón.
their multitude of friends Tut: Ka;i,k
Proprietor of tha
extends congratulations and wishes
hapcouple
all
joys
the
and
the happy
piness of many years of wedded life.
i
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Broadway Hotel.

A.

-

Abraham,

B. T. LINK,

PEOPLE'S

A Hud Yrnr for tli
Railroad.
Advance copies are to hand of the
of toe statistical! of the Interstate
Commerce Commission (or the twelve

gener
al siimii ury of i he ligures compiled for
this report was published last June.
In June, 1894, there were 192 roads in
the hands of Receivers, of which 126 had
been relegated to the care of Receivers
during the twelve months preceding and
thirty-liv- e
during the year ending June
The mileage of road operated
10, 189I5.
9.
by the 192 companies in default was
The total capitalization of the
roads in the hands of the Receivers was
about $2,500,000,000, equal roughly to
months ending June

Ii0, 1894.
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Will constantly keep on hand the choicest

Beef, Pork and Mutton.
Oysters, Fish and Game in Season.

40,-81-
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a full line of FHUIT.

We solicit your

HULLA1W ST., SILVER CITY. N. M.

patronage
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THE PENSION

were engaged in pension frauds. There sixty miles an hour, with lower average
were 294 pensons convicted during the on mountain grades. This is certainly
fast traveling. Rocky Mountain News.
year for frauds.

BUREAU.

Outline of the 'Annual Report of
Locliren.

er

True Honor.
Commissioner William L. Lochren of
Faat Train Service.
with Col. R. G.
interview
a
recent
the pension ofllce, in his annual report
In
A Santa Fe limited exprés train lott
Ingersoll, published in the St. Louis
makes several pointed suggestions.
Chicago last evening which is now speedUnder the head "patriotism and penRepublic, the following language was
ing across the plains at a rate that will
sions" he 6ys: "Those men who enused: "People imagine that it is a great
carry it into Los Angeles in seventy-tw- o
listed early and fought the battles of the
honor to bo elected to congress or the
hours. It inaugurates a fast train serwar were not moved by mercenary con- vice
senate, or to be made president. This
across the plains and mountains
sideration, and unless actually disabled,
is a mistake. All that the people can
which is phenomenal in its speed and
did not show the haste in applying for
do is to put a man in a place where he
accommodations.
pensions manifested by those who encan earn honor. Honor is not alms; it
But the Santa Fe is not going to be must be earned. Even an infinite God
listed nearer the close of the war, for
large bounties, and did little actual ser without rivals. The Chicago and North- could not place in an unworthy hand
vice, and who are now the noisiest in western, the Union Pacific and the the jewel of honor; honor must be won.
clamoring for more pensions. As com- Oregon Short Line are arranging for a It comes from tho inside; not from place
pared with this latter class the real train which will make the run from or power; not from majorities or crowns.
soldiers of the war have leen modest in Chicago to Portland in the same time
This gem called honor can be won and
seventy-tw-o
hours and it is also said worn in the valleys as well as o:i the
preferring claims for pensions."
The commissioner says that many dis- the Central Pacific will come into the mountain tops; in obscurity as well as
reputable and incompetent men are en- deal and put a train into San Francisco in the light and blaze of fame,"
gaged as pension attorneys, and suggests from Ogden which will maintain the
o
hour figure from Chicago.
that none but reputable men be allowed seventy-twOld Dr. Drummond,
In
meantime
the
the Palace express on
to practice in pension cases. Dishonest
of patient study and experiAfter
years
attorneys have given much trouble by the Southern Pacific is also making ment, has given to the world a preparasystematic criminal and fraudulent rapid time from San Francisco to tion which is an absolute mid permai in
cure for every form of Rheumatism.
practices. Pension payments, the com-iiK- New Orleans.
To connect with these flyers out. of The price is f", hut. it Is two large ho! lies
mcr says, bring large amounts of
enough for a month's treatment and
Chicago the New York Central is pre
ti
liiin nniiiiiüiirícM. ti!:(l the fear
will relieve tl.e worst ca-- e from '.he iir- -t
Hiai Hie conviction of these attorneys paring to put on a train which will run dose, S'nt by express to any wldivsi
would lesten the influx of money has from New York to Chicago in twenty-tw- o upon receipt of price, In' the Dniiiiiiio'ul
New
hours allowing two hours for the Medicine Co., 48 Maiden Lau
shaped itself in popular rancor against
York, with lull piii'iiciil'ir.-- . aid testithe
from
time
ocean
to
ocean
transfers,
the special examiners whose investigamonials of wonderful cures.
Agents
hours, or Wanted.
tions have secured the conviction of will be made in ninety-si- x
criminals.
The special examinations 8n even four days.
This is bringing railroading to a very
division will not require as much money
high
stage of perfection, nd a combinas in the past for the reason that vigorF.
ous prosecution of frauds and crimes ation of speed and elegance never belias discouraged and measurably stopped fore equalled in its history. The disFIRE, LIFE AM) ACCIDENT
tance from New York to San Franfrauds.
INSURANCE.
The deal I) of many witnesses and the cisco by the Santa Fe route is 3,501
age of claimants has made it quite diffi- miles, and by the Union Pacific 3,319
cult in many cases lately to obtain proof miles. The average speed across the
Notakv Pnn.ic.
therefore from ocean to
su.'Iicient for the grantingof pensions. continent
and a
The commissioner recommends that ocean must be about thirty-fiv- e
OHlee ill l'iwt-tli'e.
half miles an hour. On many portions
some provision be made for the maintenSILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO.
ance of deserving clerks in his bureau of the route it will range from forty to
who have been long in the service and
have become practically disabled.
The report shows that the number of
pensioners June SO, 1894, was 909,544 ;
new pensions added during the year 39 ;
dropped .pensioners restored, 4,20(i;
deaths during the year,29,816; dropped
for cause, 15,157, making a net increase
of pensioners during the year of 8li0.
Pension claims allowed during the year,
;9,18;; denied, l(Ki,!i55; cases pending,
is now used
Our Model 1893 Shot-Gu- n
;2,210. The appropriation for the year
was if 150,000,000, ami there was paid
Shot-Glltl- S
by all the most advanced trap
during uie year, íi.18,oU7,.í.17. Hie e- timate for pensions for 1897 are $1 10
Shot-Rifle- S
and game shooters.
000,000 for pension payment ; !fSC0,00.)
for surgeons' fees, and If 150,000 lor clerk
ASK TOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU THIS GUN.
hire at pension agencies, and about $200-00Everything that is Newest and Best in Repeating Arms as well os all
for other expenses.
kinds of Ammunition are made by the
The commissioner commends the
WINCHESTER REPEATING ARMS CO., Winchester Ave., New Haven, Conn.
vigor of the department, of j:isiice and j
CatnloKue.
ir Sml a Pos tul Curd with youriidilrms for our
of the pension examiners in proyectil in.KjLSLSLSULkMJLMJLXJISLZM&SLSLSLSLSiS
'
diohonest altorncvs and others who
-i

11

Wm.

Lorenz,

ii

Winchester Repeating

Rifles

Single

0

,
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THE NEW TRAIN SERVICE.
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successful.

hunting party numbering several of
be prominent residents of this city and
two government officials from Washington left hero last week to go to Sierra
county on a bear hunt. Hon. W. S.
Hopewell will entertain the party and
show the hunters bear tracks in the
black Range.
Mrs. Teats, who is well known
in this territory, having had charge of
the prison work here for a number of
years, but who has for some time lieen
a resident of California, was here last
week and went to Las Vegas. She expects to remain in the territory for sev
eral weeks, visiting most of the import- ant towns
There has been little snow fall here so
far this season, but the mountains to
the north east of town have been covered with snow for a number of days
past and they present a very wintry
A

From Chicago to Los Angeles
Three days.
Tlie flanu Fe Company Not to lio
done by Oilier TraiiscoiitlnentHl
Unen of Travel.

Pasta

in

Out-

Fu, Nov. 4. The new fast train
service over the Santa Fe between Chicago and Los Angeles has been success-full- y

7

vote to decide the tie, there was no
election and immediately afterward the
council adjourned, leaving D. P. Carr
in otlice under his temporary appoint
ment. The council adopted resolutions
relative to the late marshal Cantley,
which appear in another column. No
action was taken in regard to rebuilding
the pound or condemnation of buildings

partially destroyed and rendered unsafe by the Hood of last July. The settlement of the accounts of the late marshal Cantley was deferred until the next
regular meeting.

inaugurated. The new schedule
went into effect last Tuesday, but the
trains did not get to running regularly
wfyoi
until last Friday. The time lias been
Bhorteued twelve hours between the
terminal points and as fast time is made
us is consistent with safe railroading.
It is believed that the new trains have
been put on as an experiment, but every
effort will be made to make them pay.
It is well known that the expense of asect.
The new plans for the territorial caprunning trains at a high rate of speed
is much greater than running trains on ítol linve been on exhibition for more
lower schedules and, in order to meet than a week anil they have been examinthis extra expense, an ordrr has been ed and commented upon by many of
issued to conductors to except nothing the residents of the territory. If the
Imc first class fares on these trains. commission should finally decide to
Holders of pusses are not prohibited have the buildings constructed on these
A HE THOSE WHO HAVE
from tiling on these trains, but thev plans, or plans very similar, the newTO TRADE
WITH
FAILED
are allowed to pay their fare just t,0 , capítol will be a credit to the territory
of
residents
which
the
of
rtn'1
luildinyr
a
same as though they had no passes. In
i no
Mexico may jusuy oe prono,
this respect the Santa Fe conmai.v bus
followed the rule adoped by all of the spur irom me sania re murium
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
eastern railroads which run limited been completed to the capítol grounds
Penlcr In
and a great deal of the preliminary work
trains.
Fit UITS AN D CON FECTIONE R V
Dining cars are run on these new has been done.
board of penitentiary commisThe
Cigars, Tobacco, Notions, eto.
trains iiud no stops are made of long
will have a meeting hero this
sioners
Book, Stationary and Peenough duration to allow passengers to
is
that there will
riodical ol' all Kinds,
get meals along the line. This new de- week and it expected
be some very inportant business transparture saves several hours and tho serSTORK.
of improvement of POSTOFFICK
vice is as good as it always has been at acted. The work
going
been
has
grounds
NKW MKXICO.
SILVER CITY,
the Harvey eating houses along tho line the penitentiary
on steadily and will be continued durof the Santa Fe.
ing the winter.
Some weeks ago it was announced
Sam. B. (iillott, formerly of Silver
that the fast trains would not carry City, but who is now with the law firm
mails, but it was.finally decided lo carry of Warren & Fergusson, at Albuquermails on these trains. This brings east- que, was hero last week on business
ern mail in here several hours in ad- and signified his intention of visiting
vance of the time under the old. sche- Silver Citv in the near future.
dule and this service extends to all
points in New Mexico north of AlbuMeetliiK of the Council.
querque reached by the Santa Fe and
The regular meeting of the council of
to points on the Atlantic and Pacific, the to,vn of Silver City was held, at the
not council chambers last Saturday, Novem-lie- r
Points south of Albuquerque
benefit by the new urai'geiiieiil.
After disposing of
2d, at 4 p. in.
Since the hew schedule went into ef- the usual monthly bills and receiving re
fect there are bntjifour trains daily on ports of otllcials, the election of a marthe Santa Fe branch while there were shal, in tho contest for which public insix trains daily between this place and terest was centeied, was taken up and
MAMMUfc
Lainv under the old time card. Tho applications of the following persons
train which left here at 5:20 p. m. and were read: J. E. White, John Carson,
returned at 7:50 has been discontinued, at ifi." per month, T. E. Dalvymple, at
but an effort is now being made to get $50 per month, Cyril Byrne, A. J.
C. H. FARGO 4 CO. MPdt.
two trains out of Santa Fe in the mom Spaulding and W. H. Kilburn.
MASKCT ST. CHICAQC
resulting
to
leave
was
would
Only
one
have
ballot
taken,
they
ing, but as
For Sale by
within three hours of each other, it is in two votes for Spaulding and two votes
hardly probable that the effort will be for Kilburn, Mayor Fleming declining to

people
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COMFORTERS.

and Spiess of the grave charges
pending against them, owing to
the doubtful character of several of
the witnesses, still the court does
not propose to countenance such
reprehensible conduct as will place
members of the bar even under the
suspicion of an accusation of this
character, and it takes care to rather forcibly intimate that, in due
time, it will administer a deserved
rebuke to lawyers of the Catron
una bpiess stripe
So in measuring the full
of this
"vindication,"
perhaps the Catronist comforters
had best not lie in too great a
hurry. New Mexican.

conclusion to abandon the post
has been arrived at unadvisably.
Because the charges against Mr.
Catron were brought by District
Attorney Crist, many of the people
of the territory discredited them.
The fact that the charges were
brought by Mr. Crist does not make
them any the less true, although
they might have been more widely
credited had they been brought by
a man of more savory reputation
than Mr. Crist. .This is one good
reason why Mr. Crist should not
continue in office and Governor
Thornton is once more reminded
that it is time to call for the resignation of Mr. Crist. Long continued delay in the matter will
rather tend to incline the people of
the territory to the belief that the
connection of the governor with the
Davis pardon case was farther
reaching than has been reported.

While the Catronists and their
supporters are pretending to take
unto themselves much comfort over
the action of the supreme court in
There has been a good deal of
dismissing the charges of unprofes- discussion in the territorial news
sional conduct against Lawyers papers of late concerning the
Catron and Spiess, perhaps it may abandonment of Fort Stanton and
be well for them not to carry their the residents of that part of the
hilarity too far. While they es- territory have very generally
caped conviction by the bare "skin signed petitions protesting against
of their teeth," as it were, it should the abandonment of the post. UnJi DOE Hamilton, of Socorro, will
be remembered that the opinion of doubtedly troops are needed in that open court here a week from next
the court has yet to be written, and part of the country, but as there is! Monday
Judge Hamilton will
when it is filed, if we may judge a large post near El Paso from hold the coming term of court here
from the guarded expressions of Mr. which troops could lie furnished on ' in order to get the bank cises in
Justice Collier, in announcing the very short notice to quell any dis- which Mr. Bantz was attorney bedetermination of three members of turbance which might arise on or fore his appointment to the bench
the court, it will make mighty
near the Mescalero reservation, it off the docket. There are unite a
readin' for all parties con- is a matter of some doubt as to number of these cases and if Recerned. The paragraph from the whether the petition of the residents ceiver Foster be lucky enough to
remarks of the presiding 'justice of the country surrounding Fort get judgements oilt of which he
means something:
Stanton will receive more than can realize anything, it is possible
"Í am directed to state that there passing attention in the war de- that the depositors in the defunct
are many matters occurring in the partment. It is the policy of the de banks will eventually get another
course of the trial in the court below partment to concentrate the troops dividend.
It will soon bo four
and subsequent to the riling .of the at posts where there appears to be the yearn since the banks failed and
charges in this court that this court most need for them and from which dividends have been paid to the
believes deserves severe comment the troops can get to railroad points amount of forty per cent, of the deand these strictures or comment without trouble. It is a matter of posits, which is a fair rate of interwill bo set forth at large in the very serious doubt as to whether est for the time the depositors have
opinion of the court hereafter to be the troops at Fort Stanton could been kept out of their money.
filed. It is a delicate m.itler to at- be of ns much service in case of
tempt to state a rul us to how far trouble as they could at a pos! like
Cokuett and Fitzsimmons bo'.h
counsel should go in defense of Hüss. In c::sc of trouble anywhere need rest. They have both been
their clients, or how far counsel except. in the immediate vicinity of working their jaws inordinately
should have gone since these charges Stanton, ihe troops at that post for several weeks past and they
were initiated in this. court, and would be very little use, as it would must be very weary by this timo.
I would not attempt the precise take considerable time to reach the
language that should be employed seat of disturbance. The matter
The elections are over until the
in stating such matter."
has undoubtedly been seriously next presidential campaign and
In other words, while a b.ire ma considered by army officers and bv the leading politicians are considjority of the court could not see its the officials of th wr di;wrtment ering the verdict of the people at
way clear to convict Messrs. Catron and it is nof ;i'l ,,U .1.
;i, .t the the polls yesterday.
,
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Within four weeks congress will
Everything points to a sweeping steady man, as he never indulges in in- assemble and the republican party democratic victory next year. Dur- toxicants in any form. He is an active,
qualiwill have an opportunity to show ing the past two years the demo- energetic; young man and is fully
fied to dincliurije
duties of the oHiee.
what it can do in the house of representatives. The majority is large
enough so that there can be no
claim made that legislation was
hindered by the democrats. Let
us see how soon the republicans
will pass a bill through the house
providing for the admission of New
Mexico. The democrats in the
house placed themselves on record
as favoring statehood for New Mexico by passing the bill practically
without opposition when it was before that body. Will the republicans do as well?

the

crats of the country have been badNow, that, the appointment has been
ly divided, but they have seen the made we hope that all feeling that
error of this kind of warfare with- has been engendered in the contest will
upin the ranks of the party and will he east aside and every good citizen
hold and sustain Marshal Kilburn in
gee together next year in such a
his efforts to maintain order and proway as to astonish the republicans, mote the interests of the city.
populists, prohibitionists and all
the rest of the "ists." The march
The retiring temporary marshal, D.
P.
Carr, was officially commended by
of triumphant democracy will not
council for the efficient manner in
the
be seriously impeded next year by
which he discharged the duties of his
any of the political parties.
ollice. Southwest Sentinel.
Thkue is something over $4,000
coming to the court' fund of this
judicial district out of the money
which was on deposit in the broken
Albuquerque banks. A large portion of the money which was on
deposit there to the credit of the
territory has been paid over and
some of the judicial districts have
received very nearly the entire
amount of money due the court
fund. The .$4,000 due this district
will help out considerably when it

Tiik aggressive foreign policy
which is being pursued by the democratic party is the cause of considerable concern among the republican politicians. Republican
politicians have been harping for
years about the Monroe doctrine,
but they never went farther than a
little cheap talk. Now that the
democrats are doing something, is received.
the republicans are casting about
W. II. Kilburn, Mrlml.
to see if they cannot do something
The city council have chosen William
to discredit the action which is be- H. Kilburn as marshul of Silver City
ing taken. They are away be- for the unexpired term of Charles L.
Cantley, deceased.
hind the hounds this time.

Mr. Kilburn is well known to all our
people having been a resident and property owner for several yeurs past, and
having served a term as marshal in 1880.
He fills the popular demand for a sober,
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Trees

am still prepared

to

furnish FRUIT TREES
suitable for this climate in
any number. Persons con

templating planting trees
will find it to their interest
to write me, and if I have
not in stock what is desired,
I can readily secure the
same at reasonable rates
and in all varieties. Adress:
-

The republican members of the
ClakkRodc.IvRS,
Bar Association of New Mexico!
Silver City, N. M.
elected 1 bomas B. Catron president of the association lint week.
UiUWüiiiimuwiWiiie
Allium iimimuuiuuunMmmimim'U
The Scotch verdict of "Not Proven,"
3
which the supreme court rendered
in the Catron case, was not exactly
what Mr. Catron desired but, uniler
the circumstances, it was all 3 5
Ynrrn nnnF.ns for Hi?h Grade Sewins Machines. Bicycles, Vehicles, Baby
that he could get and more than
Carriages, etc., placed with local and retail dealers with three to six middlehe deserved, and it was thought
men's profits, or with the old reliable CASH BUYERS' UNION, with only
one small profit above actual factory cost. If you are a money saver there
proper to make him president of
can be no doubt as to your decision. Write to day for oue of our illustrated
the Bar Associasion in order to make
catalogues and note the unapproachable bargains we are offering 80 different stvle Sewing Machines, ranging In price from $8.00 to $30.00 Bicycles,
little
more
the coat of whitewash a
all styles and prices, from $10.75 to $75.00. Those of the latter price being
discernible.
equal to wheels sold by agent3 and dealers at $125.00. We show 150 designs

Which

Shall It Be?

the long
winded editorial which got Thomas
Hughes in jail has not as yet revealed his identity. Wonder if he
remains awake nights thinking
about the fellow in jail? If Hughes
should ever come out and tell who
wrote the article there might be
another case of incarceration for
contempt of court.
The fellow who wrote

the latest, the handsomest all new patterns, many
We handle everything under the sun In the
VEHICLE AND HARNESS LINE, BUGGIES. CARRIAGES, PHAETONS. ROAD WAGONS, CARTS. HARNESS, SADDLES, ETC.
at prices out of reach of competition.
IN PIAN03 AND ORGAN8 we show an
endless variety, at only 10 per cent, above
actual cost to build. In writing for catalogues, state which to send, as we have a special catalogue for em h line. Address iu full

in Baby Carriages
direct importations.

CASH BUYERS' UNION,
B878

139-1-

W. Van Bureo St., CHICAQO, ILL.
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THE CITY COUNCIL.

Action In Regard to the Death of the
Late Marnhal Ü. L, Cantley.

At the regular meeting of the council
of the town af Silver City, last Saturday,
Mayor Fleming presented the following
communication, and upon motion, put
by the clerk, the resolutions therein were adopted by
unanimous
vote

:

Gentlemen : While it is my duty at
this regular meeting, to call the attention of the Council to the vacancy in
the marshal's office, I, also, deem it fitting and proper that suitable mention be
made, expressive of the feelings of this
body relative to the death of our late
Marshal Charles L. Cantley, and appreciation of his long and faithful service, covering a period of more than five
years, I, therefore, offer the following
resolutions:
AVhereas, The Mayor and council of
the town of Silver City deeply regret the
sad fate of Charles L. Cantley, whose
untimely death occured on the 8th day
of October, A. D. 1805. Ami
Whereas ; By his prompt and fearless
performance of duty, through an extended ollieia! career he had gained the unqualified confidence and respect of this
body; Therefore, that wo may observe
a due recognition of his merit us such
officer,

lie it Resolved, that we bear willing
testimony to the honesty and fidelity
with which Charles T,. Cuntley performed the duties and fulliüed the
trusts imposed upon him as marshal
and collector of the town of Silver City.
That while these duties were, at times,
disagreeable and unpleasant, his attention thereto was always prompt and energetic. Though ever watchful of the
in'erests of the town, chiefly to his credit be it said that, however dillicult or
disagreeable the duty, he discharged it
without fear or favor. That in his deal h
we have lost a capable and efficient
officer, whose place cannot easily be
filled.
Itesolved, that we tenderlo the widow
Charles L. Cuntley our wannest sympathy in this, her deep loss and sore bereavement, ami ihat a copy of thce reso
bilious In- - sent to the family of the
deceased.

of

appoint an inspector to see that their
owners keep them clean, and free from
tliat awful thing called, "scab" but I
think they will recover and be able to
hold their heads up again, as they are
to be attended to soon.
An exciting race was run near White
Water last Tuesday week, and the little
race horse from Mule Creek is not "in
it" any more. There was not much betting done. The redoubtable Mr. Allison
was there on one leg and a pair of
crutches.
Just think of it, wo live 30 miles from
the Postoffiee and that is quite a long
way to send for the mail and very often
we come by there and can't get it as the
Postmaster is not up yet.
W. D. Tucker shot and killed a very
large lion near his ranch a few days ago.
J. A. Graves has bought J. R. Wilson's
sheep and will move them on Mule
Creek.
Kllburn Appointed,

At a BDecial called meeting of tho
council, at 7 o.clock p. in. Monday,
Mayor Fleming cast his vota deciding
the tie between Spaulding and Kilburn in
favor of the latter, and W. H. Kilburn
was declared elected city marshal. He
was at once sworn in and entered upon
the discharge of tho duties of the office.
The salary was fixed at $75 per month.
The members of the Rebekah Lodge,
I. 0. 0. F. are preparing to make tho
masquerade ball, on tho 15th inst, the
event of tho season. The following are
tho committees: On invitation, Mrs. A.
G. Hood, C. G. Bell, A. Witzel, Misses.
Agnes Green, Cusie Upton and Addie
Clayton; on arrangements, St. Geo.
Robinson, C. L. Dotson and A. G. Hood ;
Reception committee, H. L. Oakes,
James Matthews, Miss Mamie Holson,
John M. Fritter, Mrs. Ada Matthews,
Mrs. Hattio McCullongh.
Floor mana-en- ;
Hay lor Shannon, W. L. Conant,
R. F. Horudon and W. S. Farnsworth.

Prof. Selby'a Lecture,
who attended the lecture by Prof.
Selby, last Friday night were delighted
A

11

with the pleasing and instructive manner in which it was delivered. A large
and appreciative audience greeted him
and a full bous will be assured whenever
he is announced to lecture again,
Bella Gaddis' recitation was well rendered. Jean Warren's recitation was
delivered in his usual style, and that
means it was well done. The musical
part of the program was enjoyed by all.
Handbills, printed at the Eaoi.r office,
have been distributed announcing that
an auction sale of Household goods will
take place at the Lyons & Campbell
house, at 1 p. m, today. Busses will
run from the Postofliee after 12.:0 p. m.
during the sale.
James Matthews has secured the contract to repair and rebuild the Elephant
corral, on Main street, which was so
badly damaged by Hood last summer.

$500 Reward
For any case of Rheumatism which cannot bo cured with Dr, Pruinniond's
Lightning Remedies. Iulcri nl and
; relieves ai unce; ciiiviíii:iMiii!ccd.
Restores suit' joints, drawn ri.rd, ii:d
hardened muscles. If your druggNl has
not uot it, do not take anything else.
Send descripiion of your case, take tho
agency, and secure yóur own treatment
Nasfree. Drununond Medicine Co.,
sau St. New York.
8--

FUNG YUEN & Co.
Dealers

In

DRY GOODS,

GROCERIES,
CHIN AW ARE,
and NOTIONS.
We also carry a good line
'in SHOES, and GENTS
FURNISHING.

Chas. Biigby will soon open a saloon
in the Broadway hotel corner, having
taken it two years lease on the room.
Geo. ". Uauser and H. E. Muse have I5ULLAHD ST. NEXT TO KELLY'S
been ei gaged as mixiologists.
HARNESS SHOP.

ivV

Resolved, that the
r.nolntions he
spread upon the journal of this body.
Mule Creek Items,
Mri.R Cukkk N. M. Nov. 1, 1805.
Only too soon winter is upon us,
A
heavy frost fell last night, but there
was not much far it tohurt. Therewere
good mips raised on Mule Creek this
year in spite of the floods.
The sheep of Mule Creek are suffering
greatly, just now, from the mortillcation,
that the county commissioners have to
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Recent

PREHISTORIC

VILLAGE.

Discoveries Muele In
Grow In Interest.

California

Some weeks ago a local newspaper

reported interesting discoveries made
on the nortli slope of San Miguel mountain by two mining prospectors, the
discoveries comprising a prehistoric
stone roadway, a number of mining
tools anil unmistakable traces of an ancient mining camp. The age of the
roadway was indicated by the growth
upon it of large trees. What were believed to be the dumps of one or per
haps two mines were also found, and
chunks of ore which carried gold and
silver were picked up there.
t,
The prospectors, says the
have been very reserved
in speaking of their discovery.
They arrived here a fewdaysago,
ever, and it lias leaked out that it is of
much grw.tor interest than at first supposed. The stone-pave- d
road was
traced to a wall of solid and
masonry. This was found to surround an inclosure npw filled with
debris, but which is believed to be an
old arastra. A portion of the floor is
there, and fragments of a crushing
stone were found. Near this arastra
was discovered the mouth of a tunnel
filled with debris. This is now being
cleaned out. A keystone surmounted
the arch at the entrance, and the walls
are well defined, though somewhat disintegrated. In the vicinity are also
traceable the foundations of no less
than nineteen small houses, and a flat
stone, bearing an inscription which
has not been deciphered, is thought to
mark the location of a grave. It is believed that the cleaning of the tunnel
and the pushing of the investigation
into the mountain will lead to more interesting discoveries .than any yet
mude bearing on the life of ancient
man in this region.
Globe-Democra-

well-execut-

A

SLAVE,

NOW

AN

EMPRESS.

Rom untie Story of the Dowager EmpreM
of Chino.
There is no more dramatic story in
the world of fiction than that of the
dowager empress of China. She was
the child of poor peasants living in the
suburbs of Canton, and was remarkable

for her beauty and intelligence. When
her parents were actually starving she
proposed that they should sell her for a
slave. This course was followed, and
she became the property of a famous
general, who was so delighted with
her beauty and ready wit that he
adopted her as his daughter.
At Peking she came under the emperor's notice, and his majesty made
the former slave his wife. So highly
did he value her intelligence that at his
death he left her regent of the empire,
and she is accredited with administering the affairs of state better than
almost any of her predecessors. Her
views In regard to the mission question
in China are most sensible. Her majesty thinks that if tho missionaries would
interpret the teachings of Confucius in
aecordanee with Christian principles
they would havo great success among
the people. But to tell the Chinese
that everything they have heretofore
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believed is an wrong results in
cian worse confounded.
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TO GET IN BED.

Experience of an American
Tourist In Ireland.

An American who lately visited Ire-

TWO
RATIONS.

land writes: "In the hotel at Dublin
was a bed so large and so high that it
seemed a tableland of mattress overshadowed by a cliff of headboards.
"It seemed preposterous that anyone
should monopolize a bed of such size
and attempt to warm it. By proper
division it would have supplied a fam- iiy-

-

"When it came time to retire the
question was not how to get 'into'
bed, but how to get 'on' the bed. The
top mattress was almost chin high, and
it seemed that to reach it there would
have to be a hard climb or a desperate
leap.
"While the problem of retiring was
under consideration a dark object was
seen in one dim corner of the vasty
bedroom, which was imperfectly lighted by a solitary candle.
"This obje ;t proved to be a movable
stairway, mounted on rollers. When it
was pushed against the behemoth bed
the problem of how to retire was immediately solved.
"One had only to ascend the stairs
and then fall off into the embracing
depth of this most remarkable bed."
REGULATED BY
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A Tale of Two Nations

should be read by every
one who has read Coin's
Financial School.
The book can be obtained
free by any subscriber to
Thk ISaolh who pays a
year's subscription in advance. It will open the
eyes of thousands who are
unacquainted with the particulars concerning the demonetization of silver.
Send in your subscrip-

It Controla the Wunntli ami Ventilation
of the Senate umi Home.
One solitary human hair seems a very
small thing, but it is the most important part of an important machine in
the eapitol at Washington.
This machine warms and ventilates tion today.
the house, the senate and tho various
committee rooms and runs several electric dynamos. Its most curious feature
SILVER'S "CHAMPÍÓnT
is the appliance for telling the proper
temperature of the air in the building.
THE
A dial arranged like a clock marks
different degrees from 0 to 100. 0 means K0CKY MOUNTAIN
NEWS
perfectly dry air, 100 saturated air, i. e.,
KHtrtblslie.l 1KB.
air carrying all the moisture it will
hold.
numan hair absorbs moisture like a
TERMS OF SUBSKIPTION.
rope, becoming shorter when it is wet,
in the same way. Tho hair here is six
(IX APVAXOH.)
inches long. Tho difference in length
DAILY.
between it when wet and when dry
stands for the '00 degrees of moisture
47.1)0
on the dial, and as tho moisture of the Onu year, liyby mall
3 75
mail
months
air varies the pointer on the dial moves. Six
Throe month Iiy mull
According to the necessity, more One month by mull
ar
steam is thrown in or steam is allowed Sunday edition. (10 países.) year
$i.50
to escape, the atmosphere being in this
Dally Kdlllons lurlude the Sunday.
way regulated and kept at a healthy
point.
WEEKLY.
Fact Ahout Ivory.
$1.00
Antwerp is the principal market in (Jim year, by mull, In advance
Sample copies of either edition on
the world for ivory.
In 1894 583,117
pounds were Imported. Prior to 1800
ivory markets were held annually at
Antwerp, since that date, however,
News Is the only consistent champion
they are held every month. Merchants of The
silver In the west, and should he In every
como from Germany, France and Eng- Inline In llui west, and In tliu hands of every
land. Of the three principal markets minor and business man In Now Mexico.
for ivory, Antwerp, in IS94, took 410,000
Send In your subscriptions itt once.
pounds, and
pounds; London, 153,-:All communications must bo addressed to
Liverpool 131.174 pounds.
News Printing Co., Denver, Colo.
W
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Probably another reason for the

THE SUN.

Geologies Contend That the Garden of distrust excited in opals is the fact that
they change and lose their color. That
Eden Was Located There.
In an interesting and highly instruc- is due to the softness and porousness of

tive' article Edward S. Martin, in the
Ladies' Home Journal, reviews the
numerous theories advanced by
in the endeavor to solve the perplexing problem as to the exact locality of the Garden of Eden. After sifting the theories the writer concludes
that the question is no nearer answered
than it was two thousand years ago,-anthat there are no present indications that the matter will ever be definitely settled by any man. To one of
the latest and most ingenious theories
Mr. Martin thus refers: The north pole
will seem at first thought to the average investigator the most unlikely
site on eartli for paradise to have occupied. Nevertheless several sober and
thoughtful books and pamphlets have
heen written in support of the north
pole's pretensions.
The north pole
nowadays is bitter cold, but it has not
always been so. Geologists telbus that
the earth was excessively hot when it
first began its course much too hot to
admit of the presence of any living
creatures, except, perhaps, a salamander. As it grew cooler vegetation began on it, and then it began to be
peopled, first with fishes, and then
with birds and beasts, finally with man.
The first spot on earth to get cool
enough to use was the north pole. In
the process of time it got too cold, but
there must have been a long period
when the north pole was the nmst
comfortable part of the world. During
this period, many eminent geologist:;
believe, there existed around the north
pole a continent now submerged, and
on that continent
our progenitors
were comfortable in their first home.
It is known with entire certainty that
the polar region was once warm enough
for tropical vegetation to grow there.
There was light enough also for such
vegetation -- aim ml nt light, indeed, fot
all uses, and plenty for primeval man.
(eology tells it: that man might have
lived at the north pole.

the material and its capacity both for
The. jirtit of American Ncwyiajm,
absorbing water and of parting with
what it has, one of which tends to CHARLES A.DANA, Editor.
make it dull and the other chalky and
opaque. They have been known to be
carefully cut and laid away, and upon
opening the paper had crumbled into
American Constitution,
dust within a few weeks. A species of
opal known as the hydrophane, found T(lia, tlit) American Spirit-in small quantities lately in Colorado, a id nil the time, forever.
has wonderful powers of absorption. In
its usual state it is of a yellowish, waxy Dally, hy until
tint, but when water is dropped upon Dully itiid Sunday, by mall
it the tint passes slowly away, and
from being translucent it becomes The Weekly
transparent. On exposure to the air
the water evaporates in an hour, leaving the stone as it was before."
.

ATE SWANS AND

In the sixth year of the troublous
reign of King Edward IV. the archbishop of York gave a huge feast, the
menu of which has been preserved,
says the London Queen.
Among the dishes there were put on
the tables two hundred and sixty-fou- r
cranes, two hundred and four bitterns
and four hundred heronshaws. How
many cranes and bitterns could be collected now from the whole of these
islands?
But why should we not extend our
present limited range of edible creatures and include at least some of those
which our ancestors loved? Crane, bittern, heron, swan and peacock; all
these are birds which used to be presented at dinners.
Why should we not at least try the
three which remain to use? Swans are
as easy to keep as ducks; peacocks
might, I suppose, be multiplied; there
are still plenty of heron.
I believe that at St. John's college,
Cambridge, they do stiil serve up roast
cygnet, for the college possesses swans.
Why should we not have eygnet in
season just like roast duck?
OPALS ARE NOT UNLUCKY.
And think of the lordly peacock preKupergtltlon Conn-cd with finch Gems sented with all Iiis feathers and hi:,
tail outspread; they killed
skinned
Have No ' oiiailiittou.
"The superstition which causes peo- him, roasted him, and then tied him
ple to regard opals with awe as the again in. his skin with his feathers art'.iü'. daiu'.y
cause of ill luck and even death," said :i ranged. And then they
jeweler, according to Die Washington dish before the king. Afler that they
carved him biit I believe you did not
1'ost, the other day,' is due toa peeit.'i.u
observation made years ago. Opa; carve a peacock you displayed him.
were considerably in use in Venice durFaithful to Franco.
ing the plague, and it was noticed there
A peasant of Dctlwiller, near Saverne,
in the hospital i that before death Die
stone would somewhat brighten upon owned a magnificent white rooster,
the victims finger. It never seemed to whose red crest was am le. He conoccur to the people that the illness ceived the idea of painting
could produce a glow of color. They feathers in blue as a protest against
took it for granted that the stone occa- the celebration of the .Sedan victory
sioned the illness. As a matter of fact, The local officials advised him to kill
fowl within twenty-fou- r
opals are affected by heat, evui by that the
of the hand, and the fever, being at hours. He refused, saying that the
its height just before death, caused the bird's crime had not been grave enough
colors to shine with unwonted clear- for the death penalty. A gendarme
came to execute the order, and did it
ness. This confirmed the superstition,
with his sword. The peasant picked
and to this day there are sane and
people who believe that a chip of up the decapitated body and said: "He
'"stone in the house can cause ealnr.:i- died for the fatherland."
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LAME BACK,

DEBILITY, Etc.
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WHY BE SIGK
When n trifle will buy the irreatest healing
invention of the day? ur.Nnndcn'N Electric
licit In n completo body buttery for

s'l.

and itnuriuiteed, or money
tvfiiwlcd. It will euro without medicino
SthciimiitlNni, I.tiintmKO, Nvlnfica, I,am
Muck, Kidney and 1 Her CouipliilniH,
IVorvous
elIHy, Wenknen, I.onncn,
Drains nud nil client ul curly indiscretion or cxfi'Hs. To wrnk men it in (ho
5 reel cut
possible Immiii. as the mild,
JiMUlilntr electric current in applied
'.ircct to the nerve renters and improvn-u.ntnre felt from the first hour used,
electro-acdicv pocket edition of the celebrated
Ircuf iiirnt,

R

work,

'Three Classes of Hen,"
ninetra'.ed, is Rent free, scaled, by mail upon

Kery young. middle-nuv- d
old man suffering; the slighteHt weakness
jiinuld read it. It will show an easy, tiro
uní speedy wsy f o retrain NlrenM" im.l
wealth when everything else nun failed.
pplic.ition.
V

he SANDEN ELECTRIC CO.,

So. 20 Sixteenth M., Denver, Col.
Jso New York, Chicago k London, Eii:j.
Largest
Concern in the Worldl
.

Electro-Medic-
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The blacksmith's bellows hns three
boards. When t lit
is set up
in position the middle board is fixed
the upper and lower boards are
.
There is a valve in the middle
board and one in the lower board.
When tin- bi llows is not in use the lower board fulls as low as the leather will
permit ii, and that compartment is
then tilled with air. With the working of the lever and the raising of the
lower board the air in the lower compartment is forced through the valve
in the middle board into the upper
compartment, which is the reservoir,
whence it (lows through the nozzle of
the bellows into the fire. When the
pressure from the bellows ceases the
valve in the middle board closes, and
the air is then forced out from the upper compartment or reservoir of the
bellows by the weight of the upper
board; sometimes this board is weighted to make it expel the air more rapidly
find forcibly. The continuance of the
blast without the working of the lever,
caused by the gradually sinking upper
board of the bellows, may last for a
of a minute; it "is a highly
prized characteristic of the bellows.
The blacksmith who is alone is thus enabled, if lie should so desire, to use
both hands at the lire; or he might go
across the shop and be back, swaying
the lever once more before the blast
had ceased.
A good bellows will last for many
j ears without repairs, rtlaeksmitlis'
bellows are made in various sizes, from
twenty-- f
to sixty-incThe
thirty-six-incis the size most commonly sold. The size is the width at
the widest point, liellows nre longer
than they are w ide, and they are made
of different lengths in the same width,
ordinary, and long. There are about
fifteen liellows manufacturers in the
country, including- three in New York
and one 'a l"rj:!:lyii.
Manufacturing and other establishments supplied with power forges
blowers-ancqu'pp- d with pow-ethere are also various hand blowers, some operated with a crank and
Mme with a lever, and there are now
used many portable forges and blowers
combined. The sale i;f modern appliances for blowing forge fires has increased greatly in recent years, while
the sale of cllows has not; but there
are shipsurtlis and boiler makers,
wheelwrig';1s, earring.' and w agon makers and others who still use bellows,
and almost every horscshocr. uses a
liellows, and prefers it to any other
means of blown g his fire, so that there
are still sold thousands of bellows
annually. X. Y. Sun.
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trequently the payments are
made in such a manner that they cannot be traced to the sender.
Tb
senior member of a manufacturing
firm in one of Troy's suburbs had a singular experience in the matter of conscience money one day recently. Thirty years ago he was engaged in a manufacturing business in this city and
employed a large number of women and
girls at the factory.
It is likely that
among this number there were at least
a few who were not strictly honest, but
only one has been troubled by a guilty
conscience sufficient to cause her to
make restitution. This one, now an
elderly woman residing in Philadelphia, came to Troy a few days ago and
went to the olliee of her former employer. She would not give her name,
but explained that when employed as
fin operator in the factory thirty years
before she had on a number of occasion! so falsified her time sheets as to
be able to draw more than the sum to
which she was entitled.
Her conscience had troubled her all these years,
and by the direction of the priest to
whom she had confessed she had come
on from Philadelphia to make restitution. The manufacturer tried to assure her that the past was gone and forgotten, and as he had never had knowl-edeg- e
of these false time sheets it would
be best to let the matter drop. He did
not want her money, but would freely
and fully grant his forgiveness, if that
was what she had come for. "But you
must take the money," insisted the
woman, crying pitifully. "I cannot say
exactly how much would be due you.
but I want to pay you thirty dollars and
then beg forgiveness." The manufacturer declined to receive the proffered money, but this refusal made her
weep more bitterly than ever. She assured him that unless he consented to
take the money it would defeat the entire purpose of her long journey. In
t he end she had to have her way and left
the money on the desk when she departed. Truly, this is a Rtrange case, and
illustrates the power which conscience
exercises on human nction. Troy (X.
Y.) Times.
More
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WKISKSIi.Y,

Deputy Sheriff AV. G. McAfee returned
on Sunday, bringing back with him
from Hillsboro two prisoners Gomez
and Murillo sentenced to serve terms
the penitentiary.
Capt. M. Cooney, collector of Socorro
county, returned (ruin an official trip to
the Mogollón precincts, on Friday, and
departed on Sunday morning' train for
in

Socorro.

John J. Bell, and J. A. Ancheta, Esq.
returned on Sunday from Hillsboro, to
which place they weie called by professional duties in court last week.
The county commissioners were to
have met on Monday, but as Commissioner Clark did not come up from Deni-inno session was held.
g,

John T. Graham and wife passed
through town enroute to Graham, in the
Mogollona, last week.

.L J. SMITH,
General Repair Shop.
Bicycles,

Guns

and Revolvers

Promptly Repaired.
Knti--

Reasonable.

Ynnklo St. Silver City. N.

i0

FUN ABOUT

M.

IT

E. ROSENBERG,
BOOT AND SHOEMAKER.
yon faithfully. In the limn run
I
you shall save Imlf your money, by having
yuur work neatly anil promptly (lone to suit
yourself, at K. KOSENHEIMTS
Silver City, X. M

Giving Him Warning.

(enthusastically)Yes, father,

Son

1

have fully made up my mind to adopt
music as a career. I feel it is the only
one in which my soul can find its full expansion.
Father (indignantly)--Ver- y
well, sir;
if you will persist in your evil course
instead of following your father in an
Coin's Financial School
honest hardware business, let me tell
you that when you have reached
of your ambition you needn't lias made more converts to ilie silcome playing around before my door
expecting to get any coppers. London ver cause th in any oilier publication. We will send it free to any
Tit-Bit-

s.

one paying a year's subscription to
A
Count.
"I hardly know whether to marry her The E.uiuc in advance. Send p2
or not," said the count. "Her father is
It 1 Almost Always Returned to the in the clothing trade."
and get The Eaoi.e and this valuKii ful Owner Secretly.
''Tkere is money in clothes," said the able book. Address
of
conscience money is duke.
The paying
rare enough in itself, but it is seldom
The Eagle,
"There isn't any in mine," said
paid in person.
that such money
t Tn d i a n apol i s Journal.
Filver City, N. M.
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HIS FUTURE

wholly untrue. It is absurd to sup- lose that skilled American wholesale
uyers are going to bo imposed upon
seconds of :
v'nLT. much less
i known quan.iioves, whose qua..
expert in the
tity every time t''
trade.
The same woman's experience in London was similar. Prices were always
equal, and often greater, than in New
York, but stress was invariably laid
an the superior wearing qualities, a
stress that wns expensively disproved
Tourists
:i the case of most articles.
"rom this country are looked upon
abroad every time as geese to lay golden
figs. They are geese to give their gold
for the value they get, nine times out
of ten. V. Y. Times.

An Englishman's Opinion of Yan-

kee Tourists.

One Bad Boy Thought He Would Drive a
Coach and Trench.
'
General Miller was born
and spent his early life in a small New
York village. At the little school-hous- e
where he first learned to read
and play "hookey," says the Indianapolis Sentinel, there was a fellow
pupil who, although about the same
age as Mr. Miller, was noted throughout the village for his pure cussedness.
That boy, according to Mr. Miller's
to constatement, would sit up of
coct some scheme to make the people of
the town miserable. lie would chase
the cows, stone the dogs and pigs, put
ropes across the path at night, set pins
on the seats at church and scare the
wits out of all the old maids for a mile
around. AYhenever any devilment was
done it was laid at the door of this one
boy, and usually correctly. At school
he was a terror to all. Stubborn and
defiant, there was no restraining him,
and the schoolmaster was in despair.
One day he thought he would make a
last effort to reform the. boy by argument, and he called him up to the
desk.
"Now, Tom," he began, "you are a
bright fellow, but you are spoiling
your future. Just think what yon can
make of yourself if you only behave
yourself. Now, have you ever thought
of what you will do when you grow
up to be a man?"
The boy looked at him for a moment,
and then, picking up a straw from the
floor, he picked his teeth for a moment,
as though in deep thought.
"Yes," said he, "I 'lowed I would
drive a coach an' preach some."

.

Our Good Dollars Are Very Welcome to
European Tradesmen A Warning;
Suggestion to Those Who
Bush Abroad.

At last comes a bit of appreciation
from a source whence it has long been
withheld. A young Englishman, who
has been doing the rounds of the American cities, writes home hi praise of us,
and, better still, an English weekly,
the Gentlewoman, publishes it, as follows: "The Americans I simply love;
they are so wonderfully sympathetic
to one. There is no trouble they will
r.ot take, or personal inconvenience
.hey will not suffer, if in any way they
can render one a service." The name ot
;his extraordinary young Englishman,
is not given or it should be blazoned
forth.
The weekly paper, in reproducing;
Mie extract, takes its cue from it, and
urges Londoners and all English folk
o appreciate the "boundless kindness
and hospitality which they (Amer-- ,
icans) heap upon us," and be ready to
"receive the strangers right royally"
in return. It calls attteution further
to the unprecedented influx of "men
and women from all parts of the
'.'nited States" who are now crowding,
..ml will for the next nix weeks crowd,
..ondon, and then separate for wander-!-g- s
all over England, and. makes a
plea that they be well treated. There
!s a bit of policy in its concluding ad-- i
uee, which every one who has suffered
the extortionate impertinence of the
impertiLondon tradespeople an
nence none the less because it is often
enveloped in fawning servility will
say a hearty " amei." to: "In these
bad times of depression in trade, it
would be as much to our advantage
as to theirs, not only to welcome, but
retain the Americans in England as
long as possible. Not all Americans
are rich, though most are generous.
We are sadly in need of their dollars,
but need not be extortionate, for all

that."

One is provoked and indignant to
think of the thousands of dollars these

'crowds of Ameiicaiis" will spend, not
only in Euglnnd but through Europe,
before the autumn v.ll send them
home again. Provoked because many
of the thousands will go for 'thing;;
that will be bought ui.dt i the impres
sion that if they aie the sume price
they are better than can be bought ot.
home, while, if they are cheaper than
the same goods here, it will still be supposed that they are of the sume
quality.
A woman buying gloves in Paris
last summer wns surprised at the price
charged her for the make of glove
she was accustomed to buy for considerably less in New York.
"Ah, mndame," said the glib shopgirl, "but we send only our 'seconds'

Kash Declarations.

"I never heard a young girl say, as

,

OCCUPATION.

young girls are often :ond of saying,"
observed an old lady on the summer
boarding-houspiazza, "what sort of
a man she will marry and what sort
o :ly, that I do not think of certain
speeches to which I myself have
listened from pretty lips before this.
A school friend of mino so held New
Jersey in djtjstation that she tore its
map from her gjopraphy. She used to
say that nothing woul.l induce her to
marry a man who w is a widower, or
wore a wig, or lived in New Jersey.
And tii j man of her ciiolce was guilty
of all three of these enormities. I
used to tak over my future with two
cousins. I would not marry a business
man, I said. Kate would not think of
:i clcr' y man, or Carry of a fanner.
And we married respectively, a busi
ncss ma'!, a clergyman and a farmer,
ft is all like a smart young American
help' in my grandmother's kitch.-n- ,
who was wont to declaim to us chil-hvo:i the scun in which she held all
men, always winding up her denunciaTALK AS YOU EAT.
tions of the sex by: 'No, I wouldn't
marry nnv ma i that walks on two In This Instance Your Topics Are Chosen
legs.' And sli.Mli.l.i't. She married a
for You.
d
man!" X. Y. Times.
The latest fashionable fad is the conversation luncheon, which is not to bo
Qu mccock St RiU'fty.
a
e mode of endespised as uu
I once reared a gamecock by hand,
and
tertaining.
tables
Small
keeping him secluded from his kind
name
besides
the
plate
at
guest's
each
1
until he was uiiult.
then placed him card is placed the menu, with a topi j
n a large collection ol barnyard fowl
where there were half a dozen mongrel of conversation wriltii beside each
jocks, a i.ri Ice f the muscovy variety, course. All convors.it ion except that
is forcvcral f tinders and two turkey gob-'- . pertaining to the specLI subject
bidden, and in many cases this re"tri
:
sue-crapid
in
Immediately
and
lers.'
liruhcon a very
sion he settle ! his accounts with tion itself makes the
jolly affair. At a recent, conversation
t.'.ie mak's of his own kind. He shortsubjocis
ly ovoreauie the drake unci tho guilders. luncheon held at Newport the
iol
.!o the:i .levulu.l what was left of his chosen for conversation were as
lows: With the iced boni.lon the giicsls
.'oives to hauling with tlio turkeys,
ik'i-- j
he found himself in great dilli- - discussed the questio:i: "Is the mascui'.ty, .or the reason that these great line idea of humor a s rt of hors.i
ilrdt would seize him by the head and play?" The conversation with the ilsh
woman
lit his body off the ground, llow-vo- r. treated entirely of "the new
he soon learned an ingenious and the way in which she will clothe
rick, whicli protected hira from this herself." The entree was eaten while
anger. When gathering breath in the bicycle tales were being told. Vith the
college-bre- d
alervals between hisassaults ho would salad was discussed the
eaten while
girl.
were
Frozen
fruits
over himself between his antagonist's
keeping step with the awkward the conversation turned toward the
:vature in its eil'orts to trc.tawavfrom weather, and the coffee was sipped
during the intervals of a heated dis- .
!i.i .,tb
uu w.Jie mil 11
I. ill.
.
naja 1...
it" ,!....
suf"
oughty foemei, r.nd rcnv-inthe bat- - U8Slon for and nSamst woman
1IUlered master oí t!:!,
.vr. oner's.
n

one-legge-
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T.MP, KAULI":

SI

SCOTT'S

BEAR HUNT.

One ot the Toughest Yarn Yet Turned
Out from California.
"An' you never heerd about ol' Si

Scott's b'ar hunt?" inquired an old
hunter from Humboldt, evidently surprised at the ignorance of Si's experi
ences, says the San Francisco Post.
"Why, he's the oldest b'ar hunter in
the state. Well, one day he was out on
his little jackass,
fer b'ar,
findin any concluded ter take a
rest. He tied the burro to a tree, laid
his ol' muzzle-loaddown on ther
grass and went down by ther bank of a
creek to feed. He was
there
cuttin' off hunks o' jerked ven'son
when he heerd a terrible sinashin' in
the brush, lie started fer his gun. but
a big b ar came
out of the
brush right alongside of it. He whirled
around an' run out on the limb of
ol' Cottonwood over the crick,
which was about forty feet to where
the rocha stuck up through the water.
"This was jest nuts fer the b'ar. lie
walked up to ther tree, sniffed it a time
two, clambered up on the limb and
lommenced movin' to'ds Si,
his chops an' gruntin' satisfied like. Si
saw he was in a pretty bad fix, an' he
crop' out as fur as ho could,
ther b'ar would consider the limb shaky
an' stop. Hut he didn't. lie kup' corn-in- '.
Si saw somethin' had to be done.
He couldn't drop without killin' hisself,
an' lie had never praticcd b'ar flghtin'
n a tight rope. The only thing he
could do was to set up a terrible
squawk! in'.
'"Uoback! Go back!' he yelled. 'Go
back an' eat ther jackass, you blamed
fool. This limb'll break and kill us
both.'
"I think that bar must understood
him or concluded that Si was tougher'n
the burro, for he turned aroun' an'
used his appetite on the
an'-no-

er

SMUGGLING

DY

A DIBLE.

HheRnatl It Devoutly, II t Most of It Wan
FlUed with Lice.
An old lady once Ir.tribuiiged the custom house oQcer.s at I) ver in an ingenious way. She used to cross the
channel two or threu times a week
when the weather was anything like
good.
She always gave the men at the
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llütó.

Oüxlul Dlrertoiy.
to be had a Bible of his own at home.
And if I hadn't she'd bring me one
down the next morning.
Tli mms 11. '' 'trmi.
Delegate to Congress
Governor
"In the end, however, she had to give V. T. i no: t m,
Secretary
Loriun Mill,up the Bible she was carrying, and we Tliomns
Smith,
Chief Justice
found that except for a few leaves at N.C. Colier.
I
ii n ii ..i,..,..
beginning
and
at
the
the
end it was a X. H.
Associate
Klillu.
solid block, so to speak, made of papier U. It. limit,
District
mache, hollowed out in the center, W. 1!. Wiilto'i. Clerk Third Jmllrlnl General
('luirles 1'. Kusley.
Surveyor
where we found some fifty or sixty Clmi-leU. S. Collector
M. Shannon.
.1. It. Hoinniliicwiiy.
dollars' worth of lace."
V.. District Attorney
.

:

t

V

1' . r'. iirshal
Deputy I'.S. Marshal
Inspector
Mine
S. Coul
J.
.
.1. II Walker. Santa Kb Kejilster Land Olllce
I'edro Peinado. Santa Fu Kec'v'r Land Oil eu
John I).
LusCruees Ketf'r Lund Ollleu
.1. 1'. Ascimitc. Las Crui-es- .
Kec'v'r L'dOlhce,
Klelinrd Voui , Koswell
Kcu'r Lund Otlleo
W. ti. Cosnro-- .
Koswell, Kec'v'r Lund oflice
W. V. Hoyle. Clayton.
Keif'r Lund Olllca
II. C. 1'lckuls. Chiyton,
Kec'v'r Laud Otllee

Edward I,. Hull.

CYCLING

IN JAPAN.

Some Queer Contum s Worn by the Native
Women.
,

The
vaded

II. W. I.oomis.
V.

IT.

bicycle has inand is now a familiar
;;i;;ht in the land of the jinrikisha. The
European:! take to it kindly and the
TKIlltlTOIUAI,.
little brawn men and women are equalSolicitor General
ly cnthu l i itb. The government, says .1. I. Victory.
.1. II.
District attorney
Santa
'.he Phiht lelp'iia Press, has equipped K. L. Crist.
Vo ntr. Las Crucen.
Alli'ipic,
many of Pu postmen with roadsters, T. N. Wll
A. II. Hardee. Silver City.
especially t!ioo who deliver mail in the II. M. Dautfherty, Socorro.
n iburb.'i or la the country districts.
In A. A. .Iones. Las Venus,
I oli ii Franklin. Eddy.
e:tc'.i brigade a bioycle corps has been .pose
Librarian
( lerli Supreme Court
i.jnaedwlio are daily drilled in about II. S. ni'itui-ii('Inn, v.
II. licrtfmiinn.Riiperliiti' nile nl
; lie same style as similar organizations
Adjutant Generas
uco, . IMIIICIICI.
in the armies of Europe. The Japanese Samuel Kliloiil.
Treasurer
Auditor
people themselves still regard the Marcelino (Jan lit,
of School I
Supt.
Anuido Chave..
wheel as a great curiosity, but are be- M. S. Hurt.
Coal Oil Inspector
ginning to both master and manufacCOl'aT OP l'ltlVATE I.ANDCI.AIMH.
ture it. Some of the Japanese women
have adopted a queer bicycle costume
Jisep'i It. Keed. of Iowa. Chief Justice.
St me. of ColAssociate Ji 8
that is a combination of the bloomers
rimniio, C. Fuller of .North Carolina;
with a native dress. It is neither Jap- orados
Henry 0.
William M. Murray, of Tenuet-sce- ;
s.
anese nor European. Combined with Sl'.iss. or
United
Missouri.
of
Keynolils,
G.
Malt
the upper part of the kamona costume Simes
Attorney.
the Japanese ladies clothe their nether
(WNTV.
limbs in what aro neither knickerbockers, trousers, zouaves nor bloomers. It. V. Newsham.
I'rohntu Judge.
A. llollch,
Treasurer
The ludicrous effect is heightened by X.
Probate Clerk
E. M.Youim.
the girl having a national habit of turn- Iliivloi- Shannon,
Sheriff
Collector
It. Lilrd.
ing the toes In, developed to its largest A. X.
Assessor
T.
Childeis.
extent. All that you see when she G, H. lirown.
Surveyor
Commissioner
passes you is a pair of round and pretty ,1. N. I'pton.
Commissioner
A. J. Clark.
heels wabbling in an uncertain man- Thulium Foster
Commissioner
School Superintendent
ner, and a little body coiled up that It. T. Link.
makes you think of a gay little monkey
CITY
on the top of a polo.
Mayor
.t. W. Fleming.
H.Ahr.li.n.
DON'T LOOK TOO CLOSELY.
II III. I'. liOI'I'll.,
Ja-ian-

.

,

Ices-Wil- bur

Seurohlng for Ancestors May Came
Surprise!.

Frank Wright,
Ciintley,

C. L.

Attorney
Marshal

nOAHIl OK KI1UCATION.

The search after ancestors which has
Win. liriihni.
C. Dennett,
been inaugurated by the Daughters of
It. L. I'owel.
the Revolution and Colonial Dames has
CIH'NCll.MKN.
developed strango relationships, says
M. K. White,
Jus. Glllelt.
the New York Tribune.
Geo. D, Jones.
Martin Maher
A very high and mighty personage,
gangway tracts, and the custom offiK1UK DKI'AUTMHNT.
cers, too, if she could get near them. in tracing out tho various descendants
Chief
,
Bible, of a famous revolutionary general, St. George Hublnson
She always carried a (food-size- d
Assistant Chief
Gori.uii nr.ulley
closed together with a broad elastic whose collateral descendant she was C. ('. Wliltuhlll
Foreman. It, 1. Hose Co.
Hose Co
Foreman. J. V.
I'hle
band. One of these oflTjials tells the proud to declare herself, found that Steve
W, F,
Foreman. Hook and LitdderCo
the direct descent ended in a poor charstory in 'In- Westminster Gazette.
"Whenever I saw her reading her woman whom she had been in the habit
Silver Cuy Tost OIUi o.
Bible, whL-l-i was nut often, she was of employing by the day.
Otilen open dally except Sunday from 8 ti.m
It was a lucky find for the latter, for to 7 p. m.
doing so quite at the beginning, someOpen Sundays from 8 to 8 3) a. in., and one
her
and generous con- hour
where about Genc.'iw or Exodus.
after arrival of railway mull.
Money order department open dally except
"At last suspicion was aroused, and nection proved a veritable Lady BounSundays
to lip. m.
I
tiful
to
family.
She
the
educated
the Mail closes for Fortm. lluyurd,
when next she came across stepped
r.
Central,
Georgetown mid all railroad points dalup politely to her, as she was going children, found a promising opening
lit 7 4 a. in.
away having no luggage, and said I for the son, and pensioned off her poor ly Mull
closes for Mogollón and all Intermedishould bo much obliged if she'd allow relation, whom the many reverses of ate points at 8 a. in,, Mondays, Wednesdays
mo to look in her Bible, as a mate of health and fortune had quite broken un Fiidays.
Mall closes for Pinos Altos dally except
mine had said I was wrong in thinking down.
u days at 1.31 p. ni.
M ill arrives from tho east, west and south
Another experience was less satisfaca certain verse was in the Eightieth
ly in 2 i. in.
tory. Formerly a believer in the di- duMall
Psalm.
arrives from Mogollón and Intermedirect
transmission
of
character,
the
sayto
me
off,
ate points ut " a. in., Wednesdays. Fridays
put
"At first she tried
Sundays.
and
ing she was in a great hurry, and that searcher has changed her ideas since
Mall arrives front IMnos Alios dully except
she was sure so good a man as I looked she found in her pedigree a declared ' Suiuiays Hi li:it" u. in.
L. A.SUVMV. I"Wm h'vr.i(
criminal.
Loi-cnr- .
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PROFESSIONAL
BAIL

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
Will practice In all tho courts of tlio territory. Olllce corner Texas und

Spring streets.
SILVER CITV

.

N. M.

I AM EH 8. FIELDER,

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Broadway Hotel
SILVER CITY
N.

O

OITlce In

L. I'ICKET,
ATTORNEY

II,

M.

AT LAW.

SILVER CITY

N. M.

II. HARLLEE.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Elstrlct Attorney for Counties
and Sierra.
HLVER CITY
A

A.

of

Grant
N.

M.

TÜIIM M. GINN,

"

ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Will practico In all the Court

WILLIAMS

'

Si

of tlio

.

HLVERCTY

N. M.

GILBERT,

I'HYSlUIANS AM) .SURGEONS.
Olllce over Jackson's I)rm

Stnro.
Residence on Yankee St,
.
SILVER CITY
.
N.

M.

SECRET SOCIETIES.
) A.M.
H. Silver City Chapter. No. a. Masonic
Hall. Regular convocations on ;iil Wednesday evening or each inontli. All companions
Invited to attend,
E. Cosgrove, II. '.
I'eny B, Lady. Sec'y.
F. & A. M.

A

i

.
.
..
I Ml v r.wl....
V,. u
n
llall, over Sliver City Nafl Bank, tliu
Inirsday evening on or before the full moon
..., wi, .in tiniLiiiK iirmiii'l-- lliviietl 10
attend,
v. Uknnmt. W. M.
I'wiilY B. Lauv, Scc'v.
A E. S.
U.Sill.'..!.
rt rv
.
. .m. .........
.... . ÍM
iiiiri .i,, ,1, v. rr u meets
every st and .id l'liesday
In tuch inontli at
Masonic Hall. Mus. E. 0. T. Waiihk.n, W, M.
Mils. Nki.i.vU. Lady. Sec'y.
I 0.JusO.K.L. Rldgely Encampment No. 1. meets
the 2d and 4th Wednesdays of each mont h.
Isltlng piitrlarchscordliilly Invited.
John Causón, C.
C. G. Hell. Scribe,
Sll.-iil-

1

Ic
1

O. O. F.
H"" ! ,T ' '.l5'" X. .L,,1
,

T

No- W meets at Odd
Hull. Thursday evenings.
Manfellows
ners of thu order cordlullv Invliiwt i,. hi.
Uin(1;,
C. L. Dotson. N. U.
vj. noon, nec y.

Í.

T

It

-

....

.

O. O. F.

Helen Lodge.

No. 7. RolieUnh Degno
mill f.ti.Ktl. I.'..l,l.... ..I.. I... l
I. S. Tiffany Lodge No.
'
1JV,
Mus. A. Matthkw. N. U.
Miss I'KAtii, Dotson. Sec'y
1
OK IV
lit Meets 2d and 4th Tuesday nlirlit of mli

MeitIllL'K

Ui.f.iWWl

each month, at hall of

nionlh.'atOdd Fellow's Hall. Vlsltlnir Knlirhts
IllVitl'll.
J. E. Wiiitb, C. 0
J. J. SHKRIUAN. K. RAS.
J

O. U. W.
Meets fill (It, I lut Hllll 't1

T......1,. ..

......I.

inontli, rellow work men cordially Invited.
G. W. M. Cahvi. , M. I'.
E. M v

or no.

like a crocodile. Dragoas and flying
serpents were interestiugly displayed,
How Twenty Thousand Dollars In Gold
and one creature was represented havWas Found Burled In Alabama.
ing two sets of brains, one in the
Blount
rich
Champ Cornelius was a
controlling the posterior porsacrum
c
Chepol-toDecounty farmer, who lived near
of the body.
before the war. When that con tion
flict came on he had twenty thousand
PNEUMATIC SKULL CAP.
dollars in gold, which he buried in a
pot on his premises. One night during You May Mow It Up and it Will Form a
l'lllow.
the war, while he was at home on a
The pneumatic tire system has been
furlough, a gang of robbers entered
Ins house and endeavored to extort applied to all sorts of things lately. A
from him by torture the hiding place traveling cap, for instance, has just
of his treasure. They hung him up been brought out which is nothing
four times, says the St. Louis Republic, mora lhan a pneumatic tire adapted to
but each time when taken down he re- tlio purposes of headgear. It is an orfused to divulge the secret. The fourth dinary cap, to all appearance, and
time they left him for dead, fired the would not excite too much attention
A faithful negro in a railway carriage or on the plathouse and fled.
slave dragged his master out, but Cor- form of a station, but when filled with
nelius died from his injuries, leaving air it forms a pillow on which the
the whereabouts of the buried treasure weary traveler can rest his head against
a mystery. Yesterday three strange Hie hide of the carriage and sleep in
men visited the place, which is now peace. Another adaptation is to the
owned by John Findley, and said that rollers of washing and finishing
Ho far, whether of wood, iron,
us one of them was an adept in the use
of the hazel switch, with which to lo- or even india rubber, these are deficient
cate streams of water, gold and silver, i.i elasticity, and tho latest idea is to
tubir.g
tliey desired to search for the missing wind a spiral india-rubbtreasure, Findley to pay for all cost of around the two cylinders of the washthe search and all to share in the pro- ing machine throughout the whole
ceeds. Findley laughed at them, and length of their surface. The ends of
told them that they were free to dig these tubes can be attached to an
by which means they can be so
and keep all the gold they could find.
They went to the spot where the two filled with air that uniform and reguold chimneys, all that remained of the lated pressure can be put on the goods
decayed Cornelius mansion, stand, and passing through the cylinders. Sar-ferdug all that day without avail, but durthe inventor of this system, claims
ing last nigh. Findley found upon in- that the flattening of the tubes at the
vestigation this morning, the strangers point of contact gives a rubbing action
returned, and at the bottom of a fresh between the india rubber and the stuff,
hole they liad dug was found, carefully which allows the cleaning of the fabric
covered up, a rusty old pot dug in the to be done in a third of tho time necground. The contents of the pot were essary with the system of rollers.
missing, but a note left by tho men
Nasby'i Accommodating Lecture.
said they had secured the treasure by
satirical lecturer, the late David
That
the hazel switches' use and had kept it,
R. Locke, better known as "Rev.
according to Findlcy's permission.
Vesuvius Nasby," had a device
by which ho saved time and brain. He
PREHISTORIC REFTILES.
himself once confessed to us, says the
Lecture br Prof. Elliot on Monsters of the New York Sun, that when a lyceum
World's Infancy.
committee from any place called upon
Prof. D. G. Eliot, F. R. S., curator of him to engage his services, and asked
zoology in the Field Columbian mu- what he would lecture about, he al'
seum, lately delivered at Field museum ways told them to take their choice:
the first of a series of three lectures on "Cursed De Canaan," "Moses in tho
"Giants of Other Days, as Revealed in llulrushes," "Wisdom for Seekers," and
the Zoology of the 1'ast." His subject, "Our Country's Hope." "But," 6aid
suys the Chicago Tribune, was "Rep- Xnsby, confidentially, "I had only one
tiles." "Strange as appear to us now lecture all the time; and whatever title
the tales of tha Arabian Nights they liked best, they got the same old
and the genii of the first fathers,' he thing; it suited any title, every placo
began, "they are not more sturtling and till occasions."
than tho creatures which actually exA Compliment to His Host.
isted before man walked the earth."
The German emperor is a master of
The first creature it photograph of
whose reconstruction was projected little surprises quite other than those
upon the canvas was a fish of the azoic , which occasionally fetch his troops out
period, measuring from twenty to forty of bed in the middle of tho night when
feet in length, without scales, and huv-in- g they least expect it. While at Low-the- r
two pairs of paddles like a whale's
castlo, England, he took the opflippers. It had two arms and fiVo
portunity afforded by the absence of
to each hand. Its young were Lord Lonsdale to unpack a very fine
born, not hatched. Its snout was im- marble bust of himself and put it in a
mense, and tapered to the slenderness position screened by the leaves of a
of a needle. It had the teeth of a croclarge palm. The sudden unveiling and
odile and the vertebrae of u fish. Its presentation was quite dramatic in its
deadly enemy was the ichthyosaurus character and it need hardly be said
platyodon, which resembled a huge that Lord Lonsdale was highly deturtle, measuring from forty to seventy-"v- p lighted with the carefully planned
feet in length and having a j i w compliment.
VyIiii
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2:00 p. in.
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